This paper presents a novel texture-mapping method, called harmonized texture mapping (HTM), for reducing the blurring and ghosting artifacts that are created by most existing visualization methods which do not consider the inaccuracy of a generated 3D shape and camera parameters. HTM can significantly reduce the occurrence of artifacts by dynamically adjusting textures generated from multi-viewpoint images in accordance with both textural features of the images and geometrical features of the generated 3D shape. The performance of HTM is evaluated by quantitative and qualitative experiments using several 3D video sequences.
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With these texture coordinates, we obtain warped image tip of face, I foreach face f in M do # We define a best camera as a camera that captures face f from its front and larger.
Find best camera C that has the highest value of e defined by
• V C k : Viewing vector of camera C k ,
• N f : Surface normal of face f ,
• s f : Size of face f , and
• α, γ: Weighting coefficient.
Compute differences by
where
• n C : Number of cameras in which the face is projected, and, Set viewing direction, V eye .
foreach projected meshM i inM do Compute weighting factor by
where γ denotes a weighting coefficient.
foreach vertex v in M do
Compute point for extracting texture, i.e., harmonized texture coordinates,vM i v , with the weighting factors and the PVC bȳ
4.1 (Alg. 9 (9)) < 1 < 1
